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Whilst some major recent scholarly books on documentary have opted not to even acknowledge the influence of mondo films​[1]​, it is possible to argue that the pseudo-travelogue approach of such films as Mondo Cane (Paolo Cavara, Franco Prosperi, Gualtiero Jacopetti,1962) and Africa Addio (Franco Prosperi, Gualtiero Jacopetti, 1966) remains important and influential even today. The entire concept of ‘fake news’, a term which has quickly entered the popular lexicon, could even be said to apply to the pseudo-realities of the early mondo cinema, which took audiences to exotic landscapes but also used the documentary style to foreground a mythology that was entirely of the filmmakers’ own creation. Nevertheless, what makes even minor entries in the form worthy of further study, is how documentary form works within the mondo pantheon. It is this broadly semiotic approach, and its wider relationship to realism, that I will use in discussing Brutes and Savages, a fascinating entry into the mondo cycle during a transitional period for the demarcation. Released in 1978 from American director Arthur Davis, and largely dismissed by mondo film followers as ‘too addle-brained and sloppy to even be considered harmfully racist’​[2]​ or ‘more or less forgettable’​[3]​, Brutes and Savages is arguably the most intriguing shockumentary of its era. As I will point out in this article, the film confronts and subverts what documentary can or even should present – with its frequent fabrications arguably drawing attention to the flawed and perhaps impossible nature of attempting to reproduce ‘reality’. 
To introduce this argument and explain it in further detail, let me briefly focus on the documentary camera’s ability to film an actual location but still misrepresent the surroundings and the happenings which are taking place. This factor may sound straightforward enough, but it is the backbone of how the mondo film manipulates truth and evidence. The dubious charades of Prosperi and Jacopetti (who state in their expository narration that black men cannot, in fact, ride horses in their trendsetting Africa Addio – ‘it fears the black and refuses to be ridden by him’) or the visual horrors of Shocking Asia (Rolf Olsen, 1976) and Shocking Africa (Alfredo Castiglioni, Angelo Castiglioni, 1982) all point towards asking the viewer to accept savagery as part and parcel of exotic foreign continents. That ‘Africa’ or ‘Asia’ can be used as signifiers of shocking tribalism and outdated savage activity, however falsified, needs – of course – to benefit from a general ignorance from the film watcher itself – especially with an acceptance of such vast and complex continents as comprising interchangeable cities, cultures and countries. For Africa Addio, one need not understand why crates of South African beer are being smashed by the newly independent Kenyans, for instance, one need only recognise that such a mob scene is happening and looks aggressive. More to the point: the camera is clearly there, in Nairobi. What is there to argue about?
Nonetheless, even recent documentaries on ‘savage’ Africa frame complex political situations within a narrative that succeeds to, a greater or lesser extent, on audience ignorance. As one review of the award-winning documentary Mugabe and the White African (Lucy Bailey, Andrew Thompson, 2009) states: ‘Zimbabwe is not Africa, and Africa is not Zimbabwe. The documentary lacks historical and political context. Land and race are important themes, but not once is the Lancaster House independence agreement of 1979, which perpetuated racially biased land distribution in independent Zimbabwe, mentioned.’​[4]​ In Mugabe and the White African, solemn music plays as a white land owner mentions finding his personal heaven in 1975 and purchasing his farm. Lacking from the context is the fact that in 1975 Zimbabwe was still known as the pariah country of Rhodesia, an apartheid state run by the white minority – the same white minority that was fighting a brutal and prolonged bush war against black guerrillas for the purpose of avoiding democratic, ‘one man, one vote’ elections. A common boycott and international sanctions made the nation a cheap place to invest, but such facts are presumably best left undiscussed else the narrative bias of the documentary, and its romantic shots of vast Zimbabwe farmland, becomes inevitably more complex. 
As such, with Brutes and Savages, I want to argue that the film is more important than has previously been considered. Not only does the documentary appear to argue that minimal context is enough to fool most of the people, most of the time but it may even be considered somewhat prophetic in its use of a more performative mode of presentation that, in contemporary times, has been popularised by the likes of Michael Moore and Morgan Spurlock, largely to maintain a convincing first-person perspective and argument. In addition, whilst still racist in its presentation of a so-called third world barbarity (which I will discuss at length), Brutes and Savages at least honours such ‘white superiority’ through a narrative that is – thanks to appearances by Davis throughout – not beneath laughing at its own carny tricks. Indeed, one does get the impression that Davis – as director and occasional star – is aware that propaganda, of any kind, is an easy sell so long as your audience is not learned about the countries or cultures being explored and exploited. 
Whilst my line of argument may not be accepted by everyone, I intend to conclude on Brutes and Savages as a reflexive documentary as well – particularly since the film’s narration and visual cues almost beg the audience to recognise that Davis is, in fact, making things up as he goes along. And if this is the case then anything goes: bestiality, ethno-fictions, disco-sacrifices and even staged animal attacks – Brutes and Savages dares us not to question its own lunacies and, in doing so, might even be viewed as a meta-critique of Grierson’s own theories of documentary ‘reality’. Director Davis, then, has produced a feature film that is not too far removed from the tropes of early documentary cinema and which astutely understands the form’s ability to confuse an investigative style with a fictionalised reality so long as certain modes of visual ‘journalism’ are adhered to.
For instance, author Brian Winston mentions the silent ‘documentary’ In the Land of the Headhunters (Edward Sheriff Curtis, 1914) – a legitimate look at the ‘Indian and the Indian life’ (Winston: 1995, p8). In reality, its director had produced ‘a dramatic ethnographic film’ (Winston: 1995, p9). Curtis did film with real natives in British Columbia, Canada, but they ‘acted out’ the tribal practices on-camera. Winston suggests that this can be read as an early example of Grierson’s famous quote: ‘the creative treatment of actuality’. This famous quote is especially relevant to Brutes and Savages.
Similarly, Eric Schaefer, in discussing the classic period of the exploitation film, has mentioned how early ‘atrocity’ documentaries – such as Mau Mau (Elwood Price, 1955) would also fabricate their depictions of far-off lands, in this case ‘phony footage of an attack on a village’ in Kenya (Schaefer: 1999, p287). Also forgotten in the discussion of documentary’s dubious past practices is the Walt Disney Company and their Academy Award winning White Wilderness (James Algar, 1958), which was later discovered to have been fabricated in a very mondo-style stunt. The film crew, based in Canada and not the Arctic, had deliberately killed a horde of lemmings by throwing them off the top of a cliff. The matching expository narration, however, discusses how lemmings unintentionally commit suicide due to an annual migration – signalling the power of what the mondo film would later use to convince onlookers that the fictional was indeed factual, the proverbial ‘voice of god’ over the soundtrack. Goodall acknowledges the participatory nature of mondo cinema (Goodall: 2018, p12), but what I would argue makes Brutes and Savages unique is that it utilizes Davis’s presence to introduce and present a consistent sense of real-time ‘investigation’. 
Even with Africa Addio, there is no assumption that any one crew, let alone any one identity, is attempting journalistic insight into – for instance – the varying political complexities of post-independence Kenya, the proxy war fought between East and West in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the slaughter of the Muslim community in Zanzibar or the apartheid regime in South Africa. The documentary, especially in order to fulfil its racist agenda of the former African colonies as a collective ‘big black baby’, offers no singular, consistent narration that ties together the slap-shod narrative because any historical background or explanation of (to give one example) the land reform procedures in Kenya would necessitate a discussion of colonial exploitation and political persecution (see, for instance, Elkins: 2014 and her revelatory work about Britain’s exit from East Africa). 
In speaking about the recent boom in Nigerian cinema, for instance, Odugbemi mentions that prior to independence ‘Every colony used cinema – whether in the genre of documentary or the genre of drama… They used cinema to explain that it was civilised to use knives and forks to eat, as though the natives never ate before they came’ (in Witt: 2017, p13). I would extend this accusation further by arguing that, even after the European Empire states became untenable, film – and especially exploitation cinema – would use negative portrayals of the developing world in order to affirm Western superiority: ‘savage Africa’ or ‘savage Asia’. 
Brutes and Savages – its title even attesting to this argument – is, however, more intelligent in how it goes about introducing and then staging its ‘insights’ and horrors, at least insofar as how it willingly engages with decades of argument about what documentary even is. For a start, the eagle-eyed may notice that a nonsensical post-credit blurb maintains ‘All scenes whether actual or simulated represent actual truth’. As noted by Winston, drawing on Grierson’s aforementioned famous quote: ‘Clearly, documentary needed to make a strong claim on the real but at the same time Grierson did not want it to be a mechanical, automatic claim arising from nothing more than the very nature of the apparatus… The supposition that any “actuality” is left after “creative treatment” can now be seen as being at best naïve and at worst a mark of duplicity’ (Winston: 1995, p11). As maintained, Brutes and Savages – by indicating in its opening that audiences would be seeing fabrications that still represented ‘actual truth’ indicates more awareness of documentary’s roots than has been considered. 
In other words, Davis pays homage – in this initial quote – to Grierson’s own recognition that documentary cannot structurally reproduce the ‘real world’ in an encompassing mimesis of actuality. If the best that can be hoped for is a factual account of past or present events then Davis at least understands that, in lieu of this availability, manipulating a viewership that has never and will never visit the locations depicted is an almost guaranteed way for documentary to succeed. Moreover, as long as the camera can record some unflinching ‘reality’ then the unreality is easier to present – especially if the documentary style can still be adhered to. Brutes and Savages, therefore, especially with the way Davis fractures his own narrative with his own intrusive appearances and performances, perhaps challenges its audience to reconsider the very nature of journalistic integrity. If Davis really did want to make something that was attempting ‘realism’ then his use of documentary language (which I will move on to discuss) clearly and evidently works against this. By all accounts, including with the opening quote, there is some evidence that Brutes and Savages is actually a critique of all documentary form.
It is interesting to note that by the time Brutes and Savages came along, the mondo phenomenon had largely died as a commercial venture – which may explain why the documentary is more reflexive than its predecessors. Following Africa Addio – sensationally and famously dubbed Africa: Blood and Guts in America by distributor Jerry Gross – not many producers had decided to cash-in on the Italian cycle in shockumentaries. In looking at the slasher film, author Richard Nowell discusses how the cycle also contained clusters – for instance, productions such as Friday the 13th (Sean Cunningham, 1980) and The Burning (Tony Maylam, 1981) which owed as much to the success of the teen ‘animal comedies’ that followed Animal House (John Landis, 1978), in particular the summer camp setting of Meatballs (Ivan Reitman, 1979) as they do Halloween (John Carpenter, 1978). This methodology is useful in placing Brutes and Savages within a small cluster of likeminded films (see: Nowell: 2011, pp41 – 56).
Perhaps inspired by the success of ‘nature run amok’ projects such as Willard (Daniel Mann, 1971), in 1975 Antonio Climati and Mario Morra offered audiences Savage Man, Savage Beast which advertised itself on the promise of a South African tourist being attacked and killed by a lion during a visit to a safari park in Angola (as noted by Kerekes and Slater, this is a clever simulation). Aside from the timely exploitation of location (the Carnation Revolution in Portugal had made Angola a free country, albeit one exploited by Soviet, Cuban and Western powers as a proxy state that would remain at war for the next three decades), it is this film which seems to have most inspired Brutes and Savages. Furthermore, these two films might be seen as part of a small cluster in mondo cinema that could be called the ‘man vs. nature’ shockumentary. These ‘man vs. nature’ mondo films all have one thing in common and that is attempting to exploit the ‘nature run amok’ cycle which had reached a peak with Steven Spielberg’s Jaws in 1975. As mentioned by Kerekes and Slater, another Italian mondo – Men and Sharks (Bruno Vailati, 1976) – was rushed into release very soon after Spielberg’s film had claimed big box office, with a sequel appearing in 1977 (Kerekes and Slater: 2016, p37).
Whilst the sight of animals being slaughtered had appeared in previous mondo films, most famously Africa Addio, both Savage Man, Savage Beast and Brutes and Savages present their narrative around a plot that returns to the same focus of man and animal interaction. Brutes and Savages, with its American theatrical poster, even claims that ‘After Jaws and King Kong comes another box office blockbuster’ and promises ‘a man actually eaten alive by a giant crocodile’ (Kerekes and Slater: 2016, p193). Therefore, Davis and Brutes and Savages – complete with its tie-in novel – was aware that any potential success was better pegged on the back of Jaws than to the fading interest in shockumentaries. So much so, in fact, that one imagines initial audiences may have found themselves confused with the first reel of the film – clearly this is not your typical Jaws spin-off. 
After another fictional claim (‘The Producers wish to thank The Institute for Primitive Arts and Cultures for their cooperation in the making of this picture’) the film introduces us to Arthur Davis. Dressed in the garb of a Cecil Rhodes-style ‘great white’ explorer, Davis enters a tribal commune in a small African country that is claimed to be ‘an uneasy border country where the Sudan meets Uganda but the isolated tribes who live here are untroubled by the ways of the world’. Neither Goodall nor Kerekes and Slater, in their respective essential studies of the mondo film, give this claim much consideration – but it is, in fact, the first indication of reflexive documentary practice on the part of Brutes and Savages. Given that only Liberia and Ethiopia avoided colonisation from the European powers, the idea of ‘isolated tribes’ in the border area around (South) Sudan and Uganda is dubious at best and an outright bare-faced lie at worse. Furthermore, a simple look at the map of Africa indicates that no such minor border countries exist in this area – in other words, Davis is not even in the continent. This fact is made even clearer in the wider shots of his surroundings, revealing a distinctly Southern California landscape. The ‘tribal’ customs of the actors in this segment are, therefore, all false – yet by making an initial appearance in Brutes and Savages, Davis at least maintains the aura of ‘performance’ and, considering this, it is not too much of a stretch to argue that he is the caretaker of his own fiction. 
As a comparable and more recent example, Michael Moore – arguably the biggest name in the new wave of documentary filmmaking – commonly ‘frames’ his narratives with a reflexive, and comedic, introduction to himself and his ‘man of the people’ persona. With his classic Bowling for Columbine (2002), for instance, after a brief monologue, Moore is seen going to a bank that offers free firearms – dressed down in baggy clothes and his token baseball cap and with dusty, sprawling hair, he looks very much like a downtrodden everyman. It would certainly be unwise to presume that Moore is not ‘performing’ in his documentaries – his choice of clothing and his sympathetic interaction with, particularly, America’s working class (in which he is not beyond repeating stories from his own hometown in Flint, Michigan) is a likely attempt to hide the fact that, thanks to his multimillion-dollar bank account, he is a part of the same ‘one percent’ he often rallies against. This is not to assume, of course, that Moore does not hold the views he presents onscreen, or is not an honest political activist for left-wing politics, but what Chanan calls a ‘performative political buffoonery’ (Chanan: 2007, p5) is almost certainly there in order to offer a juxtaposition from the wealthy elites that he occasionally hoodwinks into interviews. Were Moore to appear as, and acknowledge, his standing as part of the financial upper-class, his ‘man of the people’ politics would – more than likely – be called into greater question.
What I am arguing is that appearance is part of how documentaries lure viewers into a sense of identification. Davis, in the early moments of Brutes and Savages, complete with his Cecil Rhodes cosplay, is also performing as the voice of identification, reason and curiosity – and, by doing so, he is also maintaining the ‘normalcy’ of the white explorer against the very ‘savages’ whose customs fascinate him. It is easy to underestimate this power of this, but as recently as 2014 a British academic, Karen Oughton, would review Brutes and Savages and claim Davis visited Indonesia in the film (see – Video Nasties Vol. 2 [Jake West, 2014]). Such factual inaccuracies (Davis does not even visit the Asian continent in the documentary) is perhaps because the actor is successful in presenting a clear source of identification. Anywhere that sounds remotely ‘third world’ or ‘exotic’ can be namedropped because Davis makes it evident, from the start, that he is the ‘civilised’ and that everyone else he encounters is the ‘savage’, even if and when the narration dictates otherwise. That such minimal reference is given to his locations means that Africa can become Indonesia to the layman – such is the effective racism of the portrayals and their lack of context to any actual indigenous cultures. 
For those willing to believe the Davis persona, then, the subsequent stories of Brutes and Savages become more comprehensible – even if it is, as in the case of the film’s opening segment, an unnamed African country that does not even exist. The most criticised aspect of the documentary also comes from this initial travelogue – that in which two native boys must cross a crocodile infested river. Goodall rightly calls it ‘one of the most obviously fabricated mondo sequences committed to celluloid’ (Goodall: 2018, p41). This it most certainly is, but I wonder if Davis was all-too aware of this aspect (hence the small print at the opening of Brutes of Savages regarding the documentary’s own ‘creative treatment of actuality’). Thus, just as the crocodile attack in an unnamed African locale is fakery involving two African-American actors in Southern California, so too do further segments in Brutes and Savages allow for further, curious mismatching. For example, later in the documentary Davis films a series of crocodile attacks in Bolivia – ‘some are over 50 feet long’ states the expository narration, which adds: ‘when an alligator mates with a crocodile, the offspring is usually a very vicious monster’.
Even here, however, perhaps charmed by Davis and his occasional appearances as a curiosity-seeking traveller, no one has pointed out two very clear facts – 1) crocodiles and alligators are two different species and therefore cannot mate and 2) the reptile depicted onscreen is an alligator, not a crocodile. Is Davis having fun with his ‘performance’ and his documentary by advertising, with his Brutes and Savages marketing, a creature that never even makes an appearance? Perhaps. Chanan mentions that ‘in semiotic terms’ the ‘opposition between objective and subjective is false’ and notes how ‘the photographic image is both index and icon at the same time: an automatic rendering of the scene and a pictorial resemblance full of associations and connotations’ (Chanan: 2007, p4). Hence, what Davis does with his opening crocodile attack is to present obvious simulation – making it less likely for viewers to question the actual presence of a ‘real’ reptile and the set-up of such horrors as a leopard being thrown into a lake full of the predators and cruelly attacked and devoured. As morally reprehensible as such an organised event is, the ‘objective and subjective’ become one at this moment – real animals, real death, real blood. Davis is savvy enough to include such realities, however pre-ordained, in his documentary in order to convince audiences that his presence is one of a genuine filmmaker in genuine lands and among genuine forces of nature. That these are not as advertised on the poster (alligator and not crocodile) likely mattered to few – cementing the idea that documentary can lie so long as lip service is paid to the ‘real’.
Most impressively, Davis never hides his intentions. 
As he leaves Africa (or Southern California) for Rio (cue: stock footage of the city) the narration claims: ‘We have come looking for another South America. The land of poverty and disease. The savage country of the aboriginal Indians. The country of cocaine and the Sun God. The ancient Empire of the Incas.’ As documentary investigation, then, Brutes and Savages is upfront about its own search for sensationalism – further adding to the performative nature of Davis himself: a goofball with a put-on upper-crust English accent who meddles in the action with such remarks as, ‘I would be interested in filming the people and the beautiful surroundings’ to which he is either given permission or has to go ‘undercover’ and usually ‘risking’ his life. Yet even here the film addresses some of the commentary that surrounded documentary-makers in, especially, the Vietnam and immediate post-war years. As noted by Nichols: ‘does the filmmaker have a responsibility to intervene; or conversely, does he or she have the responsibility or even the right to keep filming?’ (1992: p39). Having already established his use of the ‘creative treatment of actuality’, Davis begins to engage with this topic when his expedition arrives in Bolivia. A visit to the Pulso National Institute of Archaeology (this institution actually does exist, although the performer is possibly shot within a studio set) sees Davis dressed in a suit, a sly way to once again establish his westernised identity in dire contrast to what we are shown next – a trip down the Amazon river and the sight of impoverished families within a makeshift township. 
Even here, however, Davis wants to have his cake and eat it: ‘These people are lucky, no one has found anything valuable on their land’ intones the solemn narration, which labels the location as ‘one of the saddest places on earth. A desolate outpost where the spirits of the people are as mean and shabby as their homes’. Mean and shabby people? Perhaps. But in the next breath we hear, ‘It is our civilization that has brought this about – our unceasing greed for uranium, minerals and oils that has driven the Indians further and further into the interior’. Nonetheless, a further verbal juxtaposition follows: ‘Three or four children die every week in this village. The inhabitants practice no form of birth control. All government attempts at education have proven useless. The people are sullen, withdrawn and infinitely corrupt. There is never enough food so the weakest the children go hungry.’ So whose fault is this? The West who have come in search of ‘uranium, minerals and oils’? Or the villagers themselves who, having been forced from their natural locations, have become adverse to government teaching and are now ‘infinitely corrupt’? This is a common line of mondo rationale – offer only a passing nod to context and then point the blame towards the people who ultimately refuse to help themselves. 
This (let’s face it) fascist approach to the developing world is obviously problematic but having established his superior journalistic credentials on-camera, Davis is able to lead the viewer down the path of recognising that he – as the esteemed filmmaker – cannot and should not become involved in a greater international problem. The clumsy narration therefore acts as both justification for the intrusion of Davis (‘we are merely observing the outside world’) and redeems his decision not to assist the impoverished Bolivians (‘they denounce outside interference anyway’). It is also, and not without some intelligent foreshadowing, sets-up the next sequence…
The first moment of prolonged and unpleasant actual violence comes with the notorious ‘turtle wedding’ sequence – a fictional ritual, entirely of Davis’s own mind, which nevertheless proves that ‘objective and subjective’ can be dismantled so long as semiotically we are shocked into understanding a documentary reference as the real thing. Appearing once more on-camera, Davis is – according to the narration – forbidden from filming this event and, by doing so, is putting his own life at risk. Even by the already fictional claims to ‘reality’ that Brutes and Savages has established, this latest attempt at unease is soon shattered as the documentary reveals multiple camera angles and close-ups of a young, nude and attractive couple. 
Obviously, by complete coincidence, the female is especially glamorous, allowing the camera of Brutes and Savages to ogle her slender physique and exposed breasts at great length. ‘These people by our standards are poor’ continues the narration. ‘They have never seen a car or a washing machine’. We are also told they have ‘no television’ and ‘no refrigerator’ whilst ‘governments have come and gone [but] these people with their customs have stayed’. The camera then takes us to a desolate beach where a large turtle is laid on its back. The male of the couple then takes a knife and haphazardly begins to saw into its neck, causing untold agony to the great creature which gasps and coughs as its windpipe is torn from inside its throat. Once again, the narration wants us to accept the horror as barbaric (which it is) and yet also justify it as part of third world custom: ‘To our eyes this ritual is an atrocity to theirs, the mass butchery of turtles for hair ornaments and canned soups would be an incomprehensible tragedy’. Two wrongs, in other words, make a clear and justifiable ‘right’ and clear Davis and his watchful eye. He was merely observing and not participating – even if this is clearly incorrect.
Aware of the fact that, finally, Davis has his moment of prolonged ‘reality, the animal carnage continues – this time with a sacrifice of llamas in Bolivia to the ancient Andean god Pachamama. What is interesting about this part of Brutes and Savages is that it bears no indication of any manipulation from Davis (outside of the bizarre use of disco-funk on the soundtrack). Indeed, as recently as 2017 a travel writer bemoaned the ritual slaughter of llamas in the country among a small community of indigenous people who keep the custom and worship alive.​[5]​ Certainly, the enormity of what Davis films – including a whirlwind procession prior to the killings – would be very difficult to stage, which makes the placement of this segment in Brutes and Savages strange. 
Typically, as most famously commentated upon and pre-empted within the narrative of Cannibal Holocaust (Ruggero Deodato, 1980), mondo films would establish the real first (typically an animal death) and then follow this up with the fake (such as a simulated human death). Or, to quote Kerekes and Slater, ‘If this is real, what else might be real?’ (Kerekes and Slater: 2016, p51). As such, supporting my early argument that Brutes and Savages may well want us – in its own admittedly clumsy way - to question the very nature of documentary, the project works against the established language of mondo. The clearly real, and certainly the most upsetting, segments come far later in the film – after over an hour of simulations and (frankly) outright nonsense. It does seem, however, that Davis realised that by recording an event of genuine horror – the llamas being torn open and their beating hearts removed – a narrative could be established on exotic travelogue which would, in turn, open up an opportunity to mash-up the real and the unreal into a larger, reflexive investigation into documentary construction.
Returning to Grierson, it has been noted that ‘Although he recognised that film interpreted reality, and was not mimesis, he did not believe the average spectator should share that recognition and believed that a convincing illusion of reality was essential in order to make the narrative as powerful as possible’ (Aitken quoted in Winston: 1995, p12). Is Arthur Davis a Griersonian? The evidence of Brutes and Savages points that way. As the jarring reality of the turtle wedding and the llama sacrifices gradually segues back into nonsense and sensationalism: an ‘expose’ of the cocaine trade, a ridiculous tribal stone fight (leading to stock footage of an actual brain operation), a visit to an (actual) erotic pottery museum in Lima, Peru and men simulating intercourse with llamas, Davis has made his point. Not, as Richard Johnson’s narration puts it, to decide who is the brute and who is the savage – but rather to recognise that any form of ‘truth’ is dependent on the performer behind or in front of the camera and the manipulative nature of the film camera itself.

As ridiculous as it might sound then, were one wishing to introduce a novice to Grierson’s famous quote – and to instigate a debate on what documentary can or should do, or even can or should show, Brutes and Savages is a fine place to start. Goodall would label the ‘Arthur Davis Expedition’ as ‘one of the most ridiculous and shocking and amusing mondo films of all time’ (Goodall, 2018: p41). It is hard to disagree. But in being all of these things, Brutes and Savages is also an astute commentary on the camera’s ability to create fiction and Otherness, so long as we – the viewers – are gullible to that so-called creative treatment of actuality. And with Fox News as the most watched cable station in America, who can argue that many of us are not? Davis, ultimately, with his goofy, gruesome and largely falsified documents of exoticism and animal sacrifice, saw this potential 40 years ago – which is why Brutes and Savages endures as a true cult curiosity and a must-see mondo entry.
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